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PUZZLE

WALKTHROUGH

A charming, raki h New Orleaner, Gabriel Knight ha a way with
women when he's not (and sometimes when he is) tracking down
supernatural forces. Gabriel is the Schattenjager, an inherited role in
which he serves as a kind-of modem-day Inquisitor. His great uncle
Wolfgang Ritter passed the title, which translates literally as "Shadow
Hunter," to him after sacrificing himself to rescue the fami ly talisman
(which Gabriel now wears at all times).
Grace Nakimura was on a Ph.D. track at Yale when she decided to take
a break for the summer. She chose New Orlean , perhap becau e it was
exotic compared to her native New York, perhap becau e it was far
away from her mother. It was a fatefu l decision. She answered an advertisement for help in a bookstore - St. George's Rare Book , owned by
the mystery writer Gabriel Knight. For any number of reasons she's
been bound to him ever since.
After his first case (see Gabriel Knight: Sins of the Fathers), Gabriel
moved into his family castle, Schloss Ritter, in Rittersburg, Germany.
During his second case, Grace came to Germany to join him, and
helped him solve the rash of Mutilation Killings that were plaguing
Bavaria (See The Beast Within: A Gabriel Knight Mystery).
Since their la t case, Gabriel and Grace have been fixing up Schloss
Ritter, and training to be better prepared for the next case. Grace, with
the help of h er brother, set up a computer programmed to help them do
fieldwork. She called it SIDNEY, the Schattenjager Information
Databa e, and expect that it wi ll come in handy whenever research or
analysis needs to be done.
This will be Gabriel Knight' third case as Schattenjager. It' difficult to
tell if he solved his first two ea es with skill or sheer luck. On this case,
he'll need plenty of both.
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l. Start Windows 95/98/NT/2000
2. Insert the "Gabriel Knight: Blood of the acred, Blood of the Damned"
disk 1 into your CD-ROM drive. If you've di abled AutoPlay, click on the
tart button, elect [Run].
3. Type "D: \ SETUP" and pre [ENTER].
(If your CD-ROM is not named "D:," sub titute it letter in tead.)

Runnin

the Game

MAl-J MEMJ
Intro -Click on this to watch the opening movie. Once the movie tarts,
you can exit it by pre ing [ESC].
Play- Click on thi to tart a new game.
Restore- Clicking this takes you to the Re tore game screen. To re tore a
game, find the game you would like to restore in the list, and click on it.
Then click the "Re tore" button in the top-right comer of the screen. To
exit the Restore creen without restoring, click the exit
button.
Quit -Click on this to quit the game.

Pla in

the Game

Timeblocks
The game is split into "timeblocks." There are required activities for each
timeblock, and after completing all of the e activities, y u will progress to
the next timeblock. The e required activities can be anything from talking to a character about a certain topic to picking up a certain object. For
example, the first timeblock is Day 1, 10 AM to 12 PM. l11at means that
a you are playing that timeblock, all activitie will happen in the "game
world" between 10 am and 12 pm. That doe NOT mean that you only
have 2 hours in your time to fini h that timeblock. See the Strategy Section
for sugge tions on how to be t explore a timeblock.

the mouse forward and back, you can tilt the camera towards the floor or
ceiling. To level the camera again, hit the [ PACE BAR]. If you hold down
both buttons (or the left button and the [CONTROL] key) and drag, you
can move the camera vertically up and down, or "side- tep" left and right.

Keyboard
To move the camera u ing the keyboard, you can use the arrow key . Using
the left and right arrow will tum the camera to the left and right. U ing the
up and down keys will move the camera forward and back in the room. If
you hold down the [ HIFT] key and pres the up or <lown arrow, you can
tilt the camera toward~ the ceiling or floor. To level the camera again, hit
the [ PACE BAR]. If you hold down the [CONTROL] key and use the up
and down arrow , you can move the camera higher or lower in the room.
If you hold [CONTROL] and u e the left and right arrow key , you
"sidestep" the camera to the left or right.

INSPECT camera
To get a quick close-up of an object, left click on it and choose the "inspect"
verb, which looks like a magnifying glass and will always be on the far lefthand ide of the verb choo er, or you can [CONTROL]-click ro (toggle)
inspect/uninspect. Once in a clo e-up you can move the camera around
from that point, or Un-Inspect, by left-clicking on the ame object and
choosing the "Return from inspect" icon (a magnifying glass with an exit
arrow on it). This will return the camera to its previou position.
Remember, if you get your elf in an awkward angle, u e the [ PACE BAR]
to level the camera. The Inspect cameras are very u eful for low end
machines, because you can move a long distance quickly by inspecting
something on the other side of the room.

Character Movement
To move Gabriel or Grace around, left click on the floor where you want
them to walk.

Camera Movement
Mouse
The ea ie t way to move the camera is with the mouse. To do this, click
and hold the left mou e button and drag the mou e around. Moving the
mou e to the left and right will tum the camera to the left and right. If you
move the mou e forward and back, the camera will move forward or backward in the room. If you hold down the [SHIFT] key, and click-and-drag
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"FS" - Quick ave

will bring up a screen of Gabriel or Grace's inventory. Left-clicking
on the items in inventory will bring up a verb-chooser giving you
options you can do with each item. To elect an item for u e in the
game, click the PICKUP icon. This will make that item your current
inventory item. After you leave inventory, your selected inventory
item will be available for u e on object or character in the game
when you left-click on the object or character. To get a close-up of
an item, left click on the item and click IN PECT. To clo e the
inventory do e-up screen, left click on the exit button. To combine
inventory item , or to use one inventory item on another, select an
item u ing PICKUP , then click on the other item, and choose the
current inventory item icon. To close the inventory screen and
return to the game, left click on the exit button.

"F6" - Quick load

Room Cameras

Keyboard Shortcuts
"i"- Opens and do ·c the inventory screen.
" pace" - Level· the camera at the default height

Space

l!EJ
Control

fill
[El
[;]
[bJ
[;]

"escape" Skip current action. (If Gabriel or Grace i walking, it will kip to
the end of their path. If it is in dialogue, it will kip to the end of the current topic. If you are in a movie, it will skip to the end of the movie.)
"control-q" - Quit the current game
"p" or the [PAUSE] key - Pause or resume the game (u eful for snack
breaks).

"Fll" -Take screenshot

Ri ht Click Toolbar
Right-clicking with the mou e will bring up the
toolbar. From the toolbar you can acce Inventory,
Preset Room Cameras, Hint , Help, Game Option ,
and the Cinematic Camera toggle. You also see your
core, currently elected inventory item, and the current

Inventory

Clicking the "Room camera " button will give you a
"thumbnail" view of up to six
preset camera in each room.
You can use these pre et
camera to move quick ly
around the room, which is
especially useful for low end
machine . You can quickly
cut to tho e camera and see
most of the important things
in the room. The preset cameras don't always show everything
important in a room, so be sure to move the camera your elf as
well. Note: A Gabriel or Grace do e-up will alway be the fir t
camera in the list.

Hints

C licking on the inventory icon on the toolbar (or hitting the"[" key)
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GK3 doe not provide hint for every puzzle, but for Grace's SIDNEY puzzle equence tarting day 2, Spm, there will be hints available. You also can get hints on the driving map. Using the hint
button on the driving map will cau e the locations to fla h where
you still have a required activity left in that timeblock. The location that fla h are only what you MUST DO to end the timeblock. That doesn't mean there isn't new things for you to see at
other location . The hint hou ld probably be used if you think
you've exhau red all po ibilities in a timeblock and can't eem to
get it to end. Following the map hint a a general rule could cause
you to mi optional scene .At other times, hint will be disabled.
When hints are available, u e them only when you've run out of
idea about how to olve a puzzle.
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Restore

Help button
The help button will bring up creens describing the main controls in
the game, including keyb ard hortcuts and camera movement.

Clicking thi take you to
the Restore game creen.
To re tore a game, find the
game you would like to
re tore in the Ii t, and click
on it. Then click the
"Re tore" button in the
top-right comer of the
screen. To exit the Re tore
creen without re toring,
click the exit button.

Cinematic Cameras
The Cinematic Camera option allows you to tum on or off the automatic camera cut that happen when Gabriel or Grace are performing
an action or engaged in a conversation. With this option turned off,
you will be able to move the camera freely around the room, or watch
a scene from a different angle. 'Cinematic on' i the recommended
way of playing o this option is turned on by default. Note: There are
a few scene in the game where this option is not available, and the
camera will cut whether thi option i on or off.

Volume

Options
Click the options icon to open
the option part of the RightClick Toolbar.

Thi will change the volume of all ounds in the game at once. This also
can be controlled from the sound options.

Advanced 0 tions
Default etting should work
for most machines, but to
fine tune performance and
feature , there are a number
of option you can alter.

Save
Clicking this takes you to the Save game screen. To ave a game, click
on the [empty] lot at the bottom of the list, type in the name you
want to give the game, and hit the [ENTER] key or the "Save" button in the top-right
corner of the screen.
If you would like to
ave over a previou
aved game, you can
choo e the game you
would like to save
over, click on the
name, and click the
"Save" button. To
exit the Save screen
without saving, click
the exit button.
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Graphic Options
3D Driver- With thi

etting,
you can choo e the video card
you wish to play the game on. If
you don't have a 30 accelerator
card, this etting will be " oftware."

Resolution - Thi ctting will
change the re olution the game
runs in. The higher the re olution, the more detail you will
e. ome 30 accelerator card
don't upport all re olution , o
choo e one that works for you.
Your game speed may be affect-
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ed by rumting in a higher re olution, o low-end systems will want to
run in 640 x 480.
Gamma - Using the gamma slider, you can set the brightne s level for the
game. Each monitor may require a slightly different gamma setting. lf
thing in the game seem to be too dark, try etting your gamma slightly
higher.
Incremental Rendering- This option allows the engine to cache the
scene background when the camera isn't moving and only render what
changes on the screen. Turning dtis ON can dramatically improve
frame rate, especially on lower end machines. This will be on by default
unless the game detects it will not work well on your hardware. Users
should only tum this off if their hardware display visual problems with
incremental rendering.
Shading - This option allows you to determine which hading method
works best for your system. "Full shading" is the highest quality setting.
You can set it on one of the other settings to get faster performance.

Advanced Graphic Options
Texture Quality - With this option you can set the texture quality
in the game. High qua li ty wi ll
have the most detailed images,
but for better performance,
you can lower it.
M ip mapping - In software
mode , with mip mapping
enabled, you will get better
speeds while moving the camera. In hardware, users should
leave this enable unless their
graphics card has a problem
with mip mapping.
Animation Interpolation This option provides smoother
animation on machine with
higher frame rate .
Tri-linear Filtering- This
allows the hardware card to
interpolate between mip levels
and only make sense if
mipmapping is ON. Some
cards do a better job than others with trilinear filtering, so
user should turn thi on or off depending on visual quality. If the
card supports tri-linear filtering, this will be ON by default.
Level of Detail- This slider controls the amount of geometry detail
to display for the models (actors). The higher the level of detail, the
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more polygons that will be used to render the models. The level of
detail (LOD) £ r a particular model will change dynamically
depending on how close the model is to the camera; this slider biases the di ranee at which LOD changes rake place.

Sound Options
will change the volume of all ound in the
game at once. This also can be
controlled from the main
options.
Sound Effects volume - This
etting will change the volume of the sound effects that
play in the game uch as footstep .
Speech volume - Thi control
the volume of characters
peaking in the game. If you
find it difficult to hear what
people are saying, try turning
this etting up, and you might
also try turning down the
sound effects and music volumes.
Music volume - Thi controls
the volume of music and
ambient sound in the game.
Simultaneous Sounds - Using this slider, you can control how many
sounds the game will play at once. If you have an lower end system,
or a older sound card, you may need to keep this towards the lower
end of the slider

Game Options
Glide Camera - With the
Glide Camera turned on, the
camera will move smoothly
around the room when you
click INSPECT or sometimes
when you are in a conver ation. Lower-end machines
may experience speed problems with the Glide Camera.
If you do, or if you want to
peed up your game play, turn
this option off.
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moving. ometimes
you will cc dot of
other colors moving
around the map.
The e are other vehicle that are travelling around the valley as well. To ee
who the dots are,
visit a location that's
on the road and
watch them drive by.

Captions • This option toggle on and off the captions (or ubtit[es) that appear at the bottom of the screen <luring dialog.
Keyboard Controls • This button takes you to a s recn of the keyboard key as igne<l to certain command (i.e. inventory, pau e,
quick ave). It i easiest to leave the e on th Jefault . If you wi h
to change a control, click the button of the control you would like
to change and hit the key you would like to assign to that function.
Click anywhere off the creen to exit this screen.
Quit Button· This button takes you to a screen that allow you to
choose whether or not you want to quit the game.

Verb Chooser
The verb chooser i how you interact
with object and people in the game
world. When you move your cur or over
an important item on the screen, you will notice that the cur or highlight . When you ee the cursor highlight, you can left-click. This will
bring up a row of icons. The e icon are the actions that you can do
with a particular item. These action change from item to item (we call
them "custom cursors"). If you leave the cursor over an icon without
clicking, a description of that verb will drop down telling you what
their icon means.
Some of the more common verb you'll ee are:
Inspect • Zooms to a close up on an object
Look - Gabriel or Grace will describe the object or character.
Talk - Gabriel or Grace will begin a conver ation with a character.

Conversations
After clicking the TALK icon on another character in the game,
Gabriel or Grace will walk up and begin a conver ation. In most ea e ,
this will bring up a verb chooser of Topic icon . These icon re emble
the verb chooser, but are "t pies" that you can ask the character about.
If you hold your mou e over a Topic icon, a box will appear telling you
what the icon mean . New topic can appear after you have gained
more information in the game. Sometime you'll want to return and
check to see if there are new topics with each character.

Valley Map
Once Gabriel or Grace has acces to the motorcycle, you will be given
a map of the valley that you can use to move around. You can access
thi map by clicking "Drive" or using the motorcycle keys inventory
item on the motorcycle. A you move the cur or ar und the map, place
you can travel to will highlight. Hold your mou e over a location to find
out its name. You will ee a green dot at the location that Gabriel or
Grace are at currently. The green dot blink on and off when they are
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Following characters
If a suspect is driving around the valley, you can click the FOLLOW
icon on them, and Gabriel or Grace will follow them on the driving
map to whatever their final de tination is. This is a great way to explore
more of the valley, so be on the lookout for uspect driving through
scenes.

Using Binoculars
To use binoculars, you mu t first be at a location that give you a high
viewpoint of the valley. Then click the binoculars on hot pot in the
distance, or click the binocular on Gabriel or Grace. This will bring up
the binoculars interface. To move around, click on the arrow keys. If
the "Zoom SOX" button light up, this means that you have noticed
omething that you can zoom into and view in detail. Click the "Zoom
SOX" button to zoom in. You will see a close-up of the scene you are
zooming into. To return to the previous view, click the "Zoom SX" button. To exit the binocular , you must be in the SX mode, and then click
the "Exit" button.

Using the Fingerprint Kit
Once Gabriel or Grace has the fingerprint kit in inventory, you
can click thi on objects in the game to attempt to find fingerprint . Doing thi will bring up the fingerprint kit interface, which
has the kit on the left i<le of the screen, and the object you are
fingerprinting on the right. To search for fingerprints, click the
brush (which will change the cur or to a brush), then click the
brush on the black powder. Click and drag the brush over the
object until you uncover a fingerprint. Once you see part of a fin·
gerprint, drag the brush around in that area to uncover the entire
print. Put the brush back by clicking where you picked it up, then
click on the roll of tape. Thi will change the cur or to a piece of
tape. Click the tape on the fingerprint, which will change the cur-
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sor to the tape with a print on it. Then click the tape on the fingerprint cards on the left side of the creen. In mo tea e , thi will
add the fingerprint card to your inventory. You can then can the
cards into !ONEY and link them with u pects or match them
again t prints you already have ( ee SIDNEY u pect Screen).

SID:t1EY
Grace's laptop computer SIDNEY (the Schattenjager Informat ion
Database) is ava ilable after Grace comes to town after Day L To
acce SIDNEY, Gabriel or Grace needs to be in Gabriel's hotel
room. Click the TYPE icon on the laptop itting on the desk. If it
is a valid time to u e SIDNEY, Gabriel or Grace will it down at
the computer and the Main Menu screen will come up.

NOTE: No keyboard shortcuts except quicksave and quickload will
work in SIDNEY.

Main Menu

Add Data
Add Data i one of the mo t important feature in IDNEY. With this
function, you can can many item into !ONEY from Gabriel or
Grace's inventory. When you click Add Data, your inventory creen
will come up. On the verb chooser for the item you wi h to can, select
the "Computer" icon. This adds that item to IDNEY' Ii t of file .
Once it i in the file Ii t, you can analyze it, tran late it or link it with
a suspect. Scanning works on all orts of items including fingerprints,
licen e plates, map , note , audio tapes and other items.

Make l.D.
With the Make 1.0. feature, you can create fake 1.0. for Gabriel or
Grace. Select the picture of who you want to make an ID for, then
election a card type from the drop-down menu . Then pre the
"Print Identification" button to complete the 1.0. Thi will put the
ID card in your inventory.

Search
From the earch creen, you can perform earches f many topics in the
game. To search, type a keyword or topic in the box and hit enter or the
"Search" button. Once you have brought up a topic, you can croll up
and down to see the entire article u ing the croll bar on the right ide
of the creen. You can tart a new search at any time by entering a different word in the earch box (the "Re et" button make thi ea ier by
clearing your last entry.). From the articles, you will often find link to
other related articles. The e links are written in a different color, underlined and the cur or will highlight over them. If you click on a link, it
will take you to that related article. To return to the original article, you
can hit the "back" button. The forward button will take you back to the
article you "linked" to. The hi tory drop-down will take you to any of
the article you have earched for or linked to.

E-mail

From the main creen, you can acces all of the areas of S IDNEY:
Add Data, Make ID, earch, E-mai l, Supsect, Analyze, and
Trans late. A l o, at the bottom right hand comer of the creen,
there is a "Exit" button that you can u e to exit SIDNEY. When
you are in one of the ub y tern , th i button changes to a "Main
Menu" button, which you can use to return to !ONEY' Main
Menu
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In the E-mail screen, you have a list of subjects of the E-mails you have
in your inbox. To read the e E-mails, click on the subject. To get to the
next e-mail in the box, di k the "next" button, or click the "previou "
button to get to the previou e-mail in your box. The do e button will
return you to the list of E-mail subjects. If you have new e-mail waiting,
the words "New E-mail" will flash in the top left corner of all IDNEY
screen .

Suspects
This is a handy tool for keeping track of u peer information. Select the
suspect you are intere ted in from the Suspect drop-down. When you
elect a u pect, you will get an information screen that tell name,
nationality, Vehicle ID (licen e plate number) and information about
any files that you have linked to the u pect. There i al o a "note " area
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where you can enter notes about each suspect. lf you have scanned in a uspect's fingerprint or license plate number, you can link it to a suspect by
clicking "open file" in the Open drop-down, choosing the file from the File
List, and then clicking "link to suspect" in the Links drop-down. lf you
think you made a mi take, you can also un-link a file by selecting "un-link
file" from the Links drop-down. If you have an unknown fingerprint
scanned into SIDNEY, you can try to match it with the fingerprints of su peers you have linked with a suspect. Do this by going to that uspect's
screen, opening the unknown print and clicking "Match Analysis" in the
Links drop-down.

Translate
lf you have an item scanned in that is in another language, you can try to
translate it using SIDNEY' translate function. Open the File Li t and select
the file you want to translate. You will be asked what language the file is in
(From) and what language you want to tran late it into (To). Once you
have selected the proper combination of languages, hit the "Translate
Now" button. lf you have elected the correct languages the translated text
will appear below the riginal text.

Analyze
The Analyze screen has many functions which will be available depending
on what type of fi le you are analyzing. The drop down menu functions will
only be available (not disabled) when you can u e that function on an open
file.
To open a file, choo e open file from the Open drop-down. Select the file
you want to analyze from the File List, then click the Start Analy is button
at the bottom right hand comer of the screen.
Text - Under the text drop-down are analysis functions for dealing with any
text that may appear in a file.
Extract Anomalies - This function will look for thing in the text that
don't seem to fit, and then try to make sense of the misfit text.
Anagram Parser - The Anagram Parser will allow you to take an anagram
and attempt to find the original phrase.
Analyze Text- Put the text through an analysi of content and pattern.

Graphic
The graphic drop-down will let you deal with shapes or geometry that SIDNEY finds in a file.
View Geometry- If analyzing a document uncovers hidden geometry or
hapes, you can u e the View Geometry function to see the hapes. Once
you have displayed the geometry, the shape will be aved in your shapes file.
Rotate Shape- Rotate shape (outside of the map) will rotate shape that
SIDNEY find in a file.
Arudyzing the Map
The map is the most important and longe t puzzle in the game. Once you
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have found the map and scanned it into lDNEY, you can analyze the map
with "Start Analy ·i ."The Analyze screen has many special function for
analyzing maps. Under the "graphic" drop-down you have Use Shape and
Clear hape. Under the "map" drop-down are Enter Points, Clear points,
Draw Grid, Erase Grid.

Map Interface
Once you've open the map file and analyzed it, you'll see the map view. On
the right side of the screen is the full map. On the left side is the detailed
close-up of the section of the map you are currently working with. To
change the do e-up view, click on the full map in the area that you want
to see in detail. You can also drag to scan across the map.
Enter points - With thi function, you can place points on the map. You
enter points on the do e-up map, o select the area where you would like
to place a point in on the full map view, and then click on the close-up map
to place the point or points. Once you have points placed, you can use the
"Start Analy i " button to determine if the points you entered have any
relation hip to each other.
Clear points- this will remove all point that have not been locked down
as "final" by the game (if the game has locked a point, then you got it right).
Draw grid- With thi feature, you can draw grid on the map. You will be
asked what dimension you would like the grid to be.
Clear grid- lf you are unhappy with the grid you have placed, you can u e
the clear grid fw1Ction to remove it. Grids that have been locked down by
Grace can not be (and do not need to be) cleared.
Use shape- thi will become available once you find shapes in files u ing
SIDNEY. By selecting a hape, you can add that shape to the map. Shape
need to be locked to other objects on the map such as points, lines or other
shape.
When you are dealing with a shape you have elected on the map, you can
move, cale and rotate it.
Moving shapes- To move a shape, select it by clicking on it (the selected
hape will tum black). Move the mouse to the center of the shape until the
cursor change to the "move" cursor
. Click and drag the mouse until
the hape is where you want it to be on the map.
Scaling shapes- To scale a hape, select it by clicking on it. Move your cursor to the edge of the hape until the cur or becomes the " cale" cursor
. Click and drag the mouse until the shape is the size you would like
it to be.
Rotating shapes- lf you wi h to rotate a shape, move the cursor outside of
cursor
. Click and drag the
the shape w1til it becomes a "rotate"
mou e to r tate the hape.
Clear Shape- If y u don't like the shape you have put on the map, you
can use clear hape to remove the currently selected hape.
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NOTE: You can not m<we, cale, rotate or clear a sliajJe that Grace has locked down.
Locked down items are shown in blue.
(See the puzzle walkthrough for tips on using these SIDNEY features)

Strategy and Playing Tips
Tip #1.
U e the camera control. We on the development team u e the camera
aim t exclusively to play the game. Don't worry about moving Gabriel
or Grace around (by clicking on the floor). Ju tu e the camera to zoom
in on an object across the room or another character. When you actually CLICK on that object and choo ea verb (such a TALK), Gabriel
or Grace will walk over automatically and do the action, no matter
where they are.

Tip #2.
Move Gabriel or Grace when they need to be in a specific spot. You
move Gabriel or Grace by clicking on the floor. A noted in Tip #l,
general game play doe not require this, you can get along nicely using
the camera and verb chooser. However, where you do want to move
y ur character is when you want them to get into a certain spot in a
room to neak, overhear, or generally tay out of sight.

Tip #3.
The [ESC] key and INSPECT verbs are your friends! Use the e features
to peed up game play. For example, if Gabriel is standing near the bookhop at the hotel exterior, and you want to enter the hotel, you can do
it the long way (by clicking OPEN on the hotel door while the camera
is facing Gabriel - in which case, he'll walk all the way to the door) or
the hort way (by using Skip To View). To use Skip To View, move your
camera clo e to an object (the INSPECT camera is ne easy way to do
this), then elect the action you want. Becau e Gabriel or Grace are not
on screen, they will walk in from just behind camera to perform the
action, skipping the intervening space. Skipping is determined by the
camera's view volume, if Gabe or Grace don't seem to be coming in from
ju t off screen, try changing the angle of the camera. Alternatively, if
Gabriel or Grace do tart a long walk to a po ition (such as exiting a
room), hit [ESC] to send them immediately to their final position. Be
careful though, if tarting a dialogue, hitting [ESC] more than once will
not only take Gabriel or Grace to their final po ition, but will skip the
dialogue as well.

Tip #4.
Talk to everyone about everything, and talk to them again whenever
they've changed locations. You will usually have at lea tone new conversation with a character whenever he or he has moved around. Also
PICKUP everything you can and, in general, explore rooms thoroughly,
trying all your verbs.
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Tip #5.
Leave Cinematics on. Most of u on the development team always play
with cinematics on. This allow all scenes to provide optimal cameras.
If uddenly a cene i occurring and you're not getting camera , it'
because you've turned this off. Place where it i helpful to tum cinematic off i if you are in a scene and you hear a sound in the distance
a ound not part of your conversation. This i a clue that you might
want to tum camera off and go check it out - but thi i never necessary for game play. Another place where it' u eful to tum it off i in certain puzzle where it helps to have one wide hot of the room. If you do
tum cinematic off, don't forget to tum it back on!

Tip #6.
SIDNEY map puzzle. Beside the HINT button on the Right-Click
Toolbar, you can also get hints on inventory items, especially 'Le
Serpent Rouge' it elf. THINK on the current verse will give a hint.
Hints are al o avai lable in SIDNEY SEARCH on keywords, and on
other inventory items related to the my tery. But try to so lve the
verses without the Right-Click Toolbar's hint button where possible
- you'll enjoy it more.

Tip #7.
Keep track of other people. Depending on how good a player you want
to be - and how ob es ed you want to get, thi game can be explored at
different level . If you've not too confident about playing, and don't
want to worry about 'seeing everything', then just go with the game flow
- talk to people as you find them, do action a you think them up. Don't
worry - the game will never let you mi anything vital to your mis ion,
or get stuck in a situation where you have to re tore a previous game
because you've missed something.
However, if you want to ee everything ... The game ha many optional cene - thing you may or may not witne / overhear or conversation you may or may not have. This is becau e this game i built like a
real world, with the characters moving around as time passes. The
things that you have to do to finish a timcblock, and thus move the
game clock forward, are all the things nece ary to solve the main my tery of the game - to ' olve the case'. But how much you learn about
the subplots - such as each character' agenda - i up to you.
To keep track of everyone at all times, explore all rooms in a timeblock
until you have figured out where everyone is. Save your game in the
beginning of the timeblock and as you ee major cenes or puzzles, o
that if you 'accidenta lly' trigger the timeblock change before you've finished exploring, you can restore back and avoid doing that last item
(which will move the clock forward) until you've finished exploring.
Usually it i a group of actions that must be completed before the time
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block change , o not doing ju tone of tho e will keep your clock from
moving forward.
There's al o what we call 'mid time block changes'. That i , d ing omething in the timeblock will cau e one or more characters to move around
even though there hasn't been a timebl ck change. When the e occur,
you will hear a clock sound, like the one that play on the timeblock
screen. That's your hint that things have changed in the game world. If
you are o inclined (but it' certainly not necessary), you can run through
your list of rooms and uspects again.
Another way to tell how much you've een of the game is the points in
your core - and the web forum.

Tip #8 .
Have fun! And remember, the GK forum i a great place to get hints,
tip , and hare the experience with other .

Gettin

Started

This will bring you close to the wardrob

We'll walk through a few action to help you learn how to play.
The game tarts in Gabriel'
hotel room. Left click on the
wardrobe in the far comer of
the room, and click the
INSPECT icon. (Al o try
moving the camera over to
that comer by holding down
the left mou e button and
dragging the mouse forward).
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Left click on the wardrobe again, and click the OPEN icon. Gabriel will
walk to the wardrobe and open it.
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To exit the clo e up, left click on the "exit" button. Clo e inventory by
clicking the "Exit" button. Left click on the warJrobe, and click the
CLO E icon. Now hold Jown the left mou e button and drag it backward , o that you ee more of the room. Click and drag to th right and
finJ the room door. Click on the door and click OPEN to exit into the
re t of the hotel.

Left click on the white
piece of tape stuck to the
back
wall of the
warJrobe, and click the
PICK UP icon (you'll
need the tape later).
Right click to bring up the
Right-Click Toolbar and
click on the "Inventory"
icon.

1'

Using these imple control , you will be able to exp lore the hotel, town,
and everything in the re t of the game.

You will ee that the roll
of tape ha a red box
around it. This mean
that it's your currently
selected item. Left click
on the tape, and click
INSPECT.

This will bring up a close-up
picture of the tape.
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SIDNEY Walkthrou h

Click INSPECT on Le Serpent Rouge, and click THINK on the ver e
again. Now you know that you have to put the sunri e line on the map.
Exit inventory. You should now be back in SIDNEY.

After you have Le erpent Rouge and the church pamphlet in 2,5
pm, Grace will tar.t the IDNEY map puzzle. To get you tarted, we
have including a hort walkthrough of the fir t ver e of Le erpent
Rouge. You may want to try to play through without thi , but it' here
if you get tuck.

Click the "Analyze" button on the top of the screen. Then choo e "Open
file" from the "Open" drop-down. Click "map" from the file Ii t, and click
"Start Analysi ."A dialogue box will come up telling Grace a little about
using the map.

Gabriel and
Grace's hotel room in
2,Spm. Right click and
click on the "Inventory"
icon. Click INSPECT
erpent
Rouge" inventory item.
Left click on the fir t
ver c, and click the
READ icon. lf you click
the THINK icon on the
pas age, Grace will say
that he hould do a
earch in IDNEY for
"RA" Exit inventory by right-clicking and choo ing the "Exit inventory creen" icem.
to

Left click on IDNEY in
the room, and click the
TYPE
icon.
Enter
IDNEY's search by
clicking the "Search"
button on the main
menu. Enter RA into
the earch box. You will
learn that Ra i the
Egyptian god of the un.
Right-click and click
the hint button. Grace
mentions
something
about the church pamphlet. Enter inventory again. Click INSPECT on the church pamphlet.
Click the THINK icon on the paragraph about the " unri e phenomenon." Exit the do e-up by left-clicking anJ clicking the
RETURN FROM INSPECT icon.
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Find Rennes-le-Chateau on the right side of the map, and click on it.
You hould ee the name appear on the left side. Choose "Enter points"
from the "Map" drop-down. Find the ·mall eras on the close-up map
(representing the church) and click your first point there. The church
pamphlet talk about the line being between the church and Chateau de

Blanchefort, o find Blanchefort on the full view of the map, and click
there (be sure you're clicking on t_he full view). Find the small tower
picture above the words "Chateau de Blanchefort" on the close-up map,
and click your econd point there.
Hit the " tart Analysi " button, completing the fir t ver e of Le
erpent Rouge. Good luck on the re t of the puzzle!
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CUSTOMER SERVICES
Technical Support Tel: (0118) 920 9111
Fax: (0118) 987 5603
Lines open 24 hrs, 365 days a year, using our automated technical support attendant. This system includes
answers ta all commonly posed questions and problems with our new and major titles. It is set up in a friendly ond
easy to use menu system that you navigate through using a touch tone telephone. If the answer to your question is not
in our automated system, then you will be transferred to a technician between the hours of 9am and 5.30pm
Monday to Friday.
Here are some key-presses that will allow you to navigate through our automated attendant. Note that these are the standard letter assignments that are given to UK telephones so if your phone has letters on the keypad, please use them instead:

_ ~ _I _ ~ _ I _~=. . I . ~: . I __

~:

_I _ '.'. ' _ I _ a: .. I ... ~: .. I

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

2:..!:!:..!.J !i!:!..J

_0 =_ I
~

Before you call our technical support lines, please check that you have read the Readme file included on the game
disk #1 . You may well find a very quick answer to the problem that you are lacing as these files contain answers to
most common problems. If the answer is not here, make sure you have precise details of any error message that you
receive, and details regarding the specifications of your computer before you call us, as this will help us in giving you
a faster and more efficient service .

If you would prefer to write to us, please send your mail to the following address:

HAVAS INTERACTIVE UK Ltd.
Customer Services /Mail Order/ Tech Support Department
2 Beacontree Plaza
Gillette Way
Reading • Berkshire
RG2 OBS
United Kingdom

Sierra UK Web site

http:/ /www.sierra-online.co.uk
UK Website includes technical support, mail order, chat rooms, product information, game demos and
much, much more.

Hintline (UK callers only)

09068 660 660
24 hrs. Automated service requires a touch tone phone. Calls cost 50p/min. at all times. Max call
length 7 .5 minutes. Max call charge at £3.75 at all times .
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WARRANTY
Each company of the HAVAS INTERACTIVE group is named "HAVAS INTERACTIVE" in the paragraphs below:
Havas Interactive warrants for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase that the soflware title contained in this package shall be
free from defects in material and workmanship. In the event that this soflware titles proves defective during that time period, Havas
Interactive will provide the customer with a functionally equivalent disk upon receipt by Havas Interactive of proof of purchase and the defective product.
REPAIR, REPLACEMENT, OR REFUND AS PROVIDED IN THIS WARRANTY IS THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY DF THE CONSUMER. CUC SHALL NOT BE
LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT
PROHIBITED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR APARTICULAR PURPOSE ON THIS PRODUCT
IS LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY.
Some countries do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, or allow limitations on how long an implied
warranty lasts, so above limitations or exclusion may not apply to you.
COPYRIGHT NOTICE
The soflware title and the manual are copyrighted. All rights reserved. They may not, in whole or part, be copied, photocopied, reproduced,
translated, or reduced to any electronic medium or machine-readable form without prior consent, in wirting, from Havas Interactive. The user
of this product shall be entitled to use the product for his or her own use, any commercial use being excluded, but shall not be entitled lo sell
or transfer the reproductions of the soflware or manual to other parties in any way, nor to rent or lease the product to others without written
permission of Havas Interactive.
[You are entitled to use this soflware title on a single computer in a single location and on only one terminal at any given time. Any further use
is prohibited.]
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